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2- The universal gas constanF 8314 J/kmol-K

Oues t i on#1(10marks )
a) Wh4t is meant by: extensive system properfy - system internal energy 

^,*-. ̂ r  ̂ - :,r^^r 
marks)

b) Define the enthiipy of a thermodynamics systlm and show that the enthalpy of an ideal sas depends

only on the gas temperature' .  ,  !- i  1-*r- ,rr l^  ̂ -- 
(2 marks)

c) Helium gas ( M:4, T : 1.667 )at 450 k?a, 57 oC is contained in 1.5 m3 rigid tank. The gas leaked out

the tank through a valve till the pressure and temerature of the gas reached 200 kPa and 37 oc at

n'hich point the valve is closed.
a. Calculate the helium gas constant R

b. Wle! it tne mass of the helium gas leaked out the tank ?

c. If th. helium gas eventually cools to 27 oC. Find the final gas pressure

amount of heai rejected during the coolins process ( in kWh).

(l mark)
(2 marks)

inside the tank and the
(3 marks)

g J l r v u  r r  '  \  ^  -  - _ _ - -  - -

@undergoesaprocessbetweenstate1andstate2.During.h:'|.11"^".:: ' '5*:*::
Ft"*p"."t,rr" ir varied with the gas volume as T V = const. Derive an expression for the boundary

r o r l  o s .5 4 r  
r L r u F v r

work during the.process and nrove that the heat transfer during the process can be expressed as:

etz: eC;- Cr)Gr-T); roh..* Cu, C, are the gas speci{ ic heats at constant volume and

constant pressu re' respectively. (4 marks)

b) r . J  n 5  v r  e r r  \  
^ -

p..rr,r?" of 1 bar following*the relation PV:const. Sketch the process on P-V,a"1 
TJ lt:F::::-":,i

1.5 kg of air ( R:287 J/kg-k, !,1=1.4 ) at pressure of 3 bar and a volume of 0.45 m3 expands to a

p r v J s u !  " - -  
- - - - -  -  

-

Determine 1- the finat air temperature 2- the work done during the process 3- the tn?l*:j:":it
(5 marks)

enthalp-v 4- the heat transfer during the process'

c) 1.25 kg of a gas undergoes.an eg"uilibrium constant pressure process during which the gas specific

vo lumeo"" .uu," , -b 'o . 'em,/kg@transferacr0ssthesystem(gas)boundary
is (+72) kJ/kg. T:he boundary work ir ttt* orttv *ort transfer during the process and is equal to ('24)

kJ. Sketch the process on p-V diagram and (1 mark)

- Determine the gas pressure during the process ( in Pa) (2 marks)

- Calculate the change of gas *n*.g! a.ndlhe"treat transfer during the process (2 mark"

a) Write down the first
ever!' term in the law.

law of thermodynamics for sssF process and explain briefly the meaning of
(2 marks)

b) Liquid water rvith specific volume of 0.0015 m3/kg and specific enthalpy of
' 

p, kJ/kg enters an insulated tube with mass flow rate of 0.1 kg/s- The water

is heated through a resistor inserted in the tube. The water exits the tube with

specific enthalpy of 145 k#kg. Determine the volume flow rate of water at the

tube inlet anO tie rate of electrical work input to the resistor if the tube exit is

5 m lower than the tube inlet. (4 marks)

c) Hot air (R:2g7 J/kg-lq fl.4 ) enters a convergent nozzle at pressure of 305 kPa and temeprature of

400 K and rvith velJciq- of 1g km/hr. The air exits the nozzle at 100 kPa, 360 K. During air flow in the

nozzle,the nozzle surface dissipates 7200 kJ of heat to the surroundings eYery hour. rf the nozzle inlet

diameter is 12 cm, deter-io" the air exit velocity and the nozzle exit diameter (in cm ). (5 marks)

This is the first page please see the second page --------+



[NB Please don't Fse Pencil in voqr solutiqn'
For air Cu= 718 kJ/kg' R = 287 J/kg Kl

Ouestion#4{gmerks}
a) A refrigerator 

"ro 
roo J of workto remove 200 J of heat from its contents. Calculate'

i. the coefficient of Performance'
ii. the heat reiected to the surroundings'

b) An engine that has an effrcien cy of 25a/o takes in 200 J of heat during each cycle'

Calculate,
i. the work this engine Performs'
ii. the heat must it reject to the heat sink

c) A Carnot heat pump with heating capacity of 10 kw used to heat a house to keep it's

temperature at'25 of while atmospheric temperature is (-15 "C)' Calculate,

i. the power required to drive the heat pump'

ii. the heat it picks up from the atmosphere'

Ouest ign#5( l2mafks)

\n adiabatic thermodynamic system composes of four

ihermal insulated compartments with equal volumes of 0.1

m3 as shown in figure. The compartments contain air with

pressure and temperature as given' If the insulation

between the compartments is removed while they remain

unmixetl and left to dttain thermal equilibriun calculate'

i- the final temperature of the whole system and the

final pressure in each compartment'

ii- the entropy change for each compartment'

iii- tne loss in available energy due to this process'

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

inside
(3 marks)

Ouestion # 6 (14 r.rarks)

An otto cycle has a compression ratio of 10/1. If heat input is 300 kI/kg and pressure and temperature

at compression start are 100 kPa and 27oC respectively. Calculate'

i. the thermal efficiencY'
ii. the maximum cycle temperature and pressure'

iii. the network output per kg of air'

With our bestwishes

End of questions

A

250 k Pa

600 "c

D
300 k Pa

150 "c

C

150 k Pa

1300 "c


